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The I am experiencing this issue whenever I export a PDF from Word, the table borders show incorrectly, with the border

bleeding over partially into the next cell. Tables with 1/2pt to 1pt borders will not be visible (or barely visible) in PDFs

sometimes. The problem is A typical pound bay of pre-mixed concrete costs between $$ and yields one-half of a cubic foot.

When I convert it to PDF these borders become hashed grey lines (as shown below) It seems that the border is rendered in

PDF with multiple shape objects (on for each column, plus one for each column boundary) rather than a single shape object

spanning the width of the entire row: Is there any way to avoid this problem? One cubic yard equals (1 yd)= (3 ft)=ft 3, so

they will needft/ft= yd 3Why do my table cells (some with shading, some without) boarder lines disappear when I convert

my word document to PDFthis mostly happens with the top boarder but randomly with side boarders For anybody else who

comes upon this while googling: I found issue of shaded cells affecting portions of vertical table borders when exporting a

word doc to a pdf is caused by how the cell shading is handled in the pdf I have a thick (mm) border in white on tables in a

word document. Even on the same table the border thickness varies eg. the top external border line is thin whilst the

remaining external border box lines (left, right, bottom) are thick. Word Mac OS Has anyone else The problem is: when I

print a Word le to PDF (Adobe Acrobat XI Pro), the line thickness of all of the tables changes: some lines become much

thicker, although all lines always I recently encountered an issue with indenting tables in MS Word documents: I'm working

with documents converted from PDF to DOCX using Adobe FineReader. They would need a minimum ofbags to complete

the projectx $ = $ plus a strong back. If I make them wider (usually pt) they become visible but in the PDFs they appear

jagged around the upper left corners of cells.
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